Sustainable Landscapes-Horticulture Program Work Team (PWT)

FY 2011
Member Listing

PWT CO-CHAIRS:
Lori Brewer Department of Horticulture bushway@cornell.edu
Richard Harper CCE Westchester, rwh26@cornell.edu

MEMBERS:
Nina Bassuk Horticulture nlb2@cornell.edu
David Chinery Renselear dhc3@cornell.edu
David Cox Otsego dgc23@cornell.edu
Patricia Curran Tompkins pc21@cornell.edu
Dawn Dailey O’Brien Pathology ddo1@cornell.edu
Brian Eshenaur NYSIPM bce1@cornell.edu
Jennifer Grant NYSIPM jag7@cornell.edu
Elizabeth Lamb NYSIPM eml38@cornell.edu
Michael Mahanna Onondaga mdm298@cornell.edu
Kevin Moss Plantations km274@cornell.edu
Dianne Olsen Putnamdko3@cornell.edu
Chuck Schmitt Albany cds34@cornell.edu
Anna Snider Westcheter als227@cornell.edu
Russell Welser Ontario rw43@cornell.edu
Holly Wise Oneida hlw2@cornell.edu
Marvin Pritts Horticulture mpp3@cornell.edu
Neil Mattson Horticulture neil.mattson@cornell.edu
Donald Gasiewicz Wyoming drg35@cornell.edu
Walt Nelson Monroe wrn1@cornell.edu